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【Outline of survey】 
Brain is a complex system composed of enormous number of diverse neurons. 

CNR/Protocadherin (Pcdh) family is diverse cadherin-related receptors in the brain. The 
CNR/Pcdh family is constituted with gene cluster like immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes 
in genome.Their molecular members make multiple protein complex and are differentially 
expressed in individual neurons. In this project, firstly to examine molecular mechanism for 
generating neuronal diversity, we focus to selective gene-regulation of the CNR/Pcdh family in 
individual neurons. Each molecular member of the CNR/Pcdh family has conserved promoter 
region. It is thought that their differential expression in individual neurons is drove by somewhat 
choice mechanism for the multiple promoters. We will approach the molecular mechanism for 
the promoter choice in their gene cluster. Secondary to address molecular mechanism for 
generating complex and well organized neural networks in the brain, we examine molecular 
function of the diverse CNR/Pcdh family molecules by producing gene converted mice in their 
gene clusters. We will analyze their gene expression patterns, abnormal neural network 
formation and defects of brain function in their gene converted mice.  
  
【Expected results】 

By this project, we will gain several novel molecular mechanisms for generating diverse 
neurons and for generating and organizing complex neural network formation in the brain. These 
novel discovered molecular mechanisms will open the new fields for understanding development 
of the brain and regulation of the brain function.  
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